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This guide provides an overview of new features and enhancements for Blackbaud 
NetCommunity Spark 7.1 SP2. For information about how to install or update to this version, see 
the Infinity Platform Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Note: You must use The Raiser’s Edge 7.95 or higher to integrate with Blackbaud 
NetCommunity 7.1 SP2. For Customer Support assistance, visit Blackbaud's website.

SecurityUpdates
PCI Compliance
As a part of Blackbaud’s continued efforts to make sure that you and your data is secure, we run
routine security audits. A recent test uncovered a potential compliance risk that we resolved,
and an update to fix this issue is included in Blackbaud NetCommunity Spark 7.1 SP2. It is vital
that you upgrade to ensure data integrity, security, and PCI compliance. All future releases of
Blackbaud NetCommunity will include this fix.

TLS Support
Transport Layer Security (TLS) is a protocol that provides privacy and data integrity between
two communicating applications. It’s the most widely deployed security protocol used today,
and is used for web browsers and other applications that require data to be securely exchanged
over a network. Blackbaud is committed to maintaining the highest security standards in our
solutions to ensure that customers have access to the latest security protocols.

https://www.blackbaud.com/support/support.aspx


All customers hosted by Blackbaud will be automatically updated to a TLS v1.1 compliant version
by March 15, 2018. On that date, we will begin disabling the TLS v.1.0 encryption protocol in
our solutions, which will prevent customers still using TLS v.1.0 from accessing some of their
Blackbaud solutions.

All on-premise customers can avoid service disruption by making plans to upgrade their
BBNC sites to Blackbaud NetCommunity Spark 7.1 SP2 or higher, and to the current patch of
Raiser's Edge 7, by March 15, 2018. NetCommunity 7.1 SP3 will be released at the end of
January 2018, which may have additional TLS changes to support compliant versions of Raiser’s
Edge and Education Edge. If you are still on an older version of NetCommunity, we strongly
recommend that you update to NetCommunity version 7.1 SP2 and then make plans to
upgrade to SP3 when it is released in January 2018. In order to stay abreast of the latest
industry-wide security updates, we strongly recommend that you stay current to stay
compliant and make plans to upgrade your BBNC sites to the most current versions of
Blackbaud NetCommunity as they are released.

For more detailed information, refer to the Action: Upgrade for PCI Compliance site.

Donation Form -Mini (Beta) Enhancements
We've added several enhancements to the Donation Form - Mini (Beta) part that was introduced
in our last release. You now have the ability to include options on the form so users can
indicate that donations are anonymous gifts or corporate gifts. You can also now configure
multiple fund designations that display in a drop-down list on the form, and users can select
which designation to associate with their donation.

Use the Design tab for the Donation Form - Mini (Beta) part to configure these new options on
the form and customize them for your organization.

Donoroptions

To include an option on the form enabling donors to indicate that they're making a corporate
donation, select Allow corporate gifts under Donor options. You can customize the option's
caption that displays on the form by modifying the Corporate gift checkbox text on the
Language tab.

Note: The acknowledgment email merge fields for corporate gifts will be added in the next
release.

When donors select this option on the form, they must also provide the name of the company
on whose behalf they are making the donation.

https://www.blackbaud.com/TLS


To include an option on the form enabling donors to indicate they're making an anonymous
donation, select Allow anonymous gifts under Donor options. You can customize the option's
caption that displays on the form by modifying the Anonymous gift checkbox text on the
Language tab.

Note: When donors select this option on the donation form, their donation is not recognized
publicly but their information is available to the organization. The Anonymous gift
subcaption default text — which you can modify — displays below the option to provide this
explanation.

Designations
In the Designation section, select the funds from The Raiser's Edge that you want associated
with donations made using this form. Previously, you could only specify one designation. Now,
you can specify multiple designations, and they'll display on the donation form in a drop-down
list that users can select from.

For each additional fund to include, select Add designation, then browse to select the fund
and enter a Display Name. You can select a designation to use as the default when users don't
select one on the form. In the drop-down list on the form, the designations display in the order
shown on the Design tab. To change the display order, select a designation's and drag it to
the desired position. To delete a designation, select Remove.

On your website, the Donation Form - Mini (Beta) part displays as shown in the example below.

Note: Due to the donation form's responsive design, it automatically adjusts to the device size
on which it is viewed and may look different than this example.



Support for SVG ImageFiles
Blackbaud NetCommunity Spark now supports the Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) image file
format. The SVG format enables your images to display optimally when used in responsive web
design, because they retain their quality when they're resized. You can upload SVG images into
the Image library and the File library from Site explorer. After you upload the images, you can
use them on your Blackbaud NetCommunity Spark website.

SVG is a vector-based image format used for two-dimensional graphics included in websites.
SVG images and their behaviors (such as scalability) are defined in XML. To view or edit the
image attributes, open the SVG file in any text editor (such as Notepad); the image definition is
located within the <svg> tag. Refer to your preferred XML markup reference material for more
detailed information about editing the SVG image attributes.



Changes inUpcoming Blackbaud
NetCommunity Spark Releases
At Blackbaud, we are committed to providing you with tools that leverage the latest market
trends and technology. As part of the ongoing functionality review process, the following
functionality and parts will no longer be supported as of the specified upcoming releases.

TeamFundraising
Blackbaud will no longer activate new instances of Team Fundraising in Blackbaud
NetCommunity Spark for new clients. While Team Fundraising will continue to be available to
Blackbaud NetCommunity Spark clients that already have it, starting in Q1 of 2018, Blackbaud
will no longer develop Team Fundraising beyond critical security maintenance. Blackbaud
offers robust peer to peer, personal and team fundraising solutions such as everydayhero and
Team Raiser. Clients that are interested in exploring alternative solutions to address their peer
to peer fundraising needs should contact their account executives for more information.

Maintenance Changes
Blackbaud NetCommunity Spark version 7.1 SP2 also includes these changes.

HTMLEditorUpdates
Blackbaud NetCommunity Spark provides a powerful HTML editor to allow you to format and
lay out content. With the HTML editor, you can update content easily and safely while you
maintain control over the design and content.

In this release, we've upgraded the HTML editor to TinyMCE version 4.6.4 to address known
issues that older versions were having with certain browsers.

Note: With this upgrade, the ability to use drag-and-drop to insert merge fields has been
disabled. Now, you can insert a merge field by double-clicking it.

The HTML Editor has been upgraded in the following parts:

l Email Messages and Templates
l Formatted Text and Image
l eCards
l Directory

We'll be updating the HTML Editor in other areas of the product in upcoming releases.



DeprecatedParts
At Blackbaud, we are committed to providing you with tools that leverage the latest market
trends and technology. As part of the ongoing functionality review process, the following
functionality and parts are no longer supported.

l Email Forwarding Form (the underlying service for this feature was discontinued in July
2017)

l Formatted Text and Images (Secured)
l LinkedIn Group Join
l Advocacy

Deprecated parts continue to operate for backwards compatibility on your website — you can
still use and edit them — but you can no longer create or copy any of these parts.

Disabled iFrameCapability
In a previous release, we removed the ability to use iFrames in Blackbaud NetCommunity Spark,
but provided a workaround for certain customers. In this release, we've removed the
workaround, which permanently disabled all iFrame capabilities. This means that you can no
longer use iFrame to embed Blackbaud NetCommunity Spark pages into a third-party site.

Bug Fixes
Blackbaud NetCommunity Spark version 7.1 SP2 also includes these bug fixes.

l This fix addresses an issue where expiration dates for recurring gifts were not being
included in the batch in Raiser's Edge. Now, this issue has been resolved. (Work Item
540176)

l This fix addresses an issue where users could continue to edit a page or part they created
even after their rights to do so had been removed. Now, this issue has been resolved.
(Work Item 627987)

l This fix addresses an issue where new transactions were displaying as being checked out
by a different user with a past date. Now, this issue has been resolved. (Work Item
718341)

l This fix addresses an issue with the TinyMCE editor where an error occurred when you
double-clicked on an image to activate the image editor, and the image URL and
preview could not be found. Now, this issue has been resolved. (Work Item 748642)

l This fix addresses an issue where the merge fields for Password/Confirm Password
included in the User Login part were blank in the new user registration email. Now, this
issue has been resolved. (Work Item 757782)

l This fix addresses an issue where a security vulnerability was identified on a fundraiser
page. Now, this issue has been resolved. (Work Item 763073)

l This fix addresses an issue where a page's design elements were altered after adding a



Mini Donation Form (Beta) to the page. Now, this issue has been resolved. (Work Item
763287)

l This fix addresses an issue where the email editor was not displaying in Email > Messages
when creating a new email message. Now, this issue has been resolved. (Work Item
763606)

This fix addresses an issue where it was taking longer to refresh email constituent lists,
which was adversely impacting email send times. With this change, we have seen
measurable improvements in constituent list refresh times and subsequent
improvements in times to send an email when using constituent lists. (Work Item 767236)

l This fix addresses an issue where pay cash records were not being created in Raiser's
Edge for recurring gifts that were paid with a credit card. Now, this issue has been
resolved. (Work Item 775544)

l This fix addresses an issue where the BBNC plugin in Raiser's Edge was not functioning
after TLS 1.0 was disabled. Now, this issue has been resolved. (Work Item 778353)

l This fix addresses an issue where membership parts were not displaying in the
membership notification emails, which resulted in recipients not receiving membership
information. Now, this issue has been resolved. (Work Item 780973)

l This fix addresses an issue with creating email messages, where conditional comments
were not recognized after being inserted in the <head> tag in an email's source code.
Now, this issue has been resolved. (Work Item 781349)

l This fix addresses a security issue where redirect URLs could potentially be used to send 
users to a malicious website. Now, this issue has been resolved. (Work Item 786310)

l This fix addresses an issue where long strings of code/text in Style sheets and the
Unformatted Text part were not wrapping to the next line. Now, this issue has been
resolved. (Work Item 787964)

l This fix addresses an issue where Raiser's Edge integration settings were not refreshing.
Previously, the schedule time updated when refreshing, but the records were not being
pushed from NetCommunity to Raiser's Edge. Now, this issue has been resolved. (Work
Item 792383)

l This fix addresses an issue where the email recipient information from BBNC was not
being pushed to Raiser's Edge. Now, this issue has been resolved. (Work Item 794436)

l This fix addresses an issue where the drag and drop option was not displaying on the
merge field screen in the older version of the HTML editor. Previously, only the option to
double-click to insert merge fields was displaying. Now, in the older version of the HTML
editor — such as the one used in the Donation form editor — the merge field screen
now correctly displays "Drag and drop or double-click". (Work Item 813770)
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